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Abstract

This paper examines the relationship between ethnographic research methods and evaluation theory and methodology. It is divided into two main sections: (a) ethnography in evaluation and (b) anthropological models of evaluation. Three levels of the leading anthropological models of evaluation are summarized, which include responsive evaluation, goal-free evaluation, and constructivist evaluation. In conclusion, (a) there is no consensual definition of ethnography; (b) in many circumstances, ethnographic evaluation models may be beneficial; and (c) ethnography can be used in evaluation but requires a high level of analysis to transform ethnographic data into useful information for eliciting an evaluative conclusion.
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Introduction

Ethnography\(^1\), an applied qualitative social science research method, is often employed in program evaluation. Ethnography, alone and according to its pure anthropological definition, is not a research method capable of being the sole method implemented in an evaluation. Ethnography may prove advantageous to evaluators as an additional method to be employed or considered. However, sound evaluation typically requires multiple data collection methods and a higher level of analysis than ethnography alone can provide. Evaluation synthesizes the narrative and develops an evaluative conclusion. There are various instances when the implementation of an evaluation model that relies heavily on qualitative methods based in the tradition of anthropological research is beneficial. As an evaluator, at minimum, familiarity with these models should be in one's repertoire.

The paper is divided into two main sections: (1) Ethnography and Evaluation and (2) Anthropological Models of Evaluation. The first section presents a summary definition of ethnography, its theories, concepts, and benefits; and the difference between ethnography and anthropology. The author then provides a brief definition of evaluation and discusses the relationship between ethnography and evaluation. There are three anthropological models of evaluation in which the author summarizes, discusses the strengths and limitations, and reflects on their

---

\(^1\) AUTHOR'S NOTE: The author of this paper uses the terms “ethnography,” “ethnographic techniques,” and often “qualitative research methods” interchangeably. Additionally, the term “program” is used generically, to refer to the *evaluand*. Ethnography in the context of this paper is primarily in regards to program and policy evaluations. Ethnography may also be used in product, personnel, and performance evaluations. —* *Evaluand: That which is being evaluated (e.g., program, policy, project, product, service, organization)” (Davidson, 2005, p. 240).
relationship with ethnography. The paper concludes with a synopsis of the author’s main impressions and key points.

**Ethnography and Evaluation**

*Ethnography*\(^2\) is an applied research method most often associated with anthropology, where it was developed to study cultural interpretation. Ethnography, also called field research, is the process of describing a culture or way of life from a folk peoples’ perspective. Anthropologist Clifford Geertz described the ethnographic method as “thick description.” It provides detailed notes and descriptions of everything that occurs without attempting to summarize, generalize, or hypothesize. In fact, with traditional ethnography, as a rule of thumb, for every half hour of observation a researcher writes for two hours. The researcher focuses on factual description to allow for multiple interpretations to later infer cultural meaning. To obtain this description of a population’s perception, the principle of ‘naturalism’\(^3\) is assumed. Thus, trust and rapport are essential between the researcher and the population being studied.

Ethnographers, if following the constructivist\(^4\) philosophy, believe that pure

\(^2\) Alternative definitions: Ethnography is “a descriptive study of an intact cultural or social group or an individual or individuals within the group based primarily on participant observation and open-ended interviews. Ethnography is based on learning from people as opposed to studying people” (Beebe, n.d.). Ethnographic research “involves the study of groups and people as they go about their everyday lives” (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995). “Ethnography is the art and science of describing a group or culture” (Fetterman, 1989, p. 11).

\(^3\) Naturalism: Leave natural phenomenon alone.

\(^4\) Constructivist philosophy maintains that the researcher manufactures knowledge through her interaction in the field and that there is no objective truth to be uncovered (ontological
objectivity is impossible as: (A) ethnography is an interpretive endeavor by fallible human beings; (B) not all field sites are “foreign” for ethnographers in the same way; (C) ethnography is not replicable; and (D) ethnography is not based on a large number of cases. The epistemology of ethnography is typically a model based on a phenomenologically oriented paradigm, which focuses on multiple perspectives and multiple realities of a phenomenon. Phenomenological inquiry seeks to answer the question: “What is the structure and essence of experience of this phenomenon for these people?” (Patton, 1990, p. 69). Constructivists take a heuristic\(^5\) approach to answering this phenomenological question. According to Fetterman (1989), most ethnographers subscribe to ideational theory, which suggests that change is the result of mental activity—thoughts or ideas—versus materialists who believe that “material conditions—ecological resources, money modes of production—are the prime movers” (Fetterman, 1989, p. 16). The most popular ideational theory is cognitive theory, which assumes we can infer peoples’ thoughts from hearing what they tell us.

While many theories, concepts, and methods (e.g., in-depth, open-ended interviews, direct observation, written documents, triangulation) resulting in narrative description commonly recur in the literature, consensus on any one set of fundamental principles of ethnography cannot be found (Genzuk, 2001; Patton, 1990; Payne, 1994). For example, ethnographic theories, concepts, and data collection techniques are also used in non-ethnographic qualitative research and relativism) (Maxwell, 1998 in Bickman & Rog, 1998).

\(^5\) Heuristics is a form of phenomenological inquiry focusing on the personal experiences and insights of the researcher—it considers researcher’s experience in addition to other observers that experience the phenomenon.
distinctions between ethnography and other qualitative theories, concepts, principles, and methods is not clearly evident. Instead, there are copious combinations of varying concepts considered fundamental to ethnography from researchers and anthropologists alike.

The key in understanding the differences between ethnography and other qualitative social science research methods is to understand the multiple combinations of techniques, concepts, and data collection methodologies encompassed under the term “ethnography.” As with all research methodologies, each philosophical and theoretical decision is located on a spectrum or continuum. Thus, the definition of ethnography and what it entails is idiosyncratic to the ethnographer or researcher depending on her degree of commitment to a hodgepodge of “fundamental” concepts. Past and current literature presents definitions and concepts of ethnography differing by technique, values emphasized, time allotted, data analysis procedures, and commitment to the purist practice of anthropological ethnography. Therefore, ethnographic techniques are qualitative in nature but distinct. Below are a few of the reoccurring concepts specific to ethnography (Fetterman in Bickman and Rog, 1998; Genzuk, 2001; Hall, n.d.):

✓ The focus is on culture and cultural interpretation.

✓ There is an emphasis on an emic\(^6\) perspective.

✓ The holistic perspective is often of greater depth than other qualitative research methods.

✓ Sampling measures are conducted over a longer period of time.

---

\(^6\) Emic perspective is that of the insider and includes the acceptance of multiple realities.
The researcher herself is the primary tool for data collection.

In contrast to ethnographic methodology, evaluation methodology commonly comprises the use of both qualitative and quantitative techniques. Commonly defined as the systematic determination of something’s merit, worth, or significance (Davidson, 2005; Sanders, 1994; Scriven, 1991). Scriven (1991) claims that evaluation is not only a methodology, but a distinct multi- and transdisciplinary field of study not to be regarded as merely a as a branch of applied social science. As an independent discipline, evaluation may utilize applied social science research methodology, but it is distinct by its unique purpose and methodology (e.g., ranking, grading, and scoring). The determination of merit, worth, and significance of an evaluand requires evaluators to consider the relevant values and to make judgments based on those values. Autonomous subspheres of evaluation are program, policy, product, personnel, performance, and proposal evaluations as well as metaevaluation (i.e., the evaluation of evaluation) and intradisciplinary evaluation. Often but not always, evaluations are based in social science research methods including both qualitative and quantitative data collection procedures. Subcomponents of program evaluations, for example, may include the assessment of context, resources, processes, immediate outcomes (outputs), intermediate and long-term outcomes and impacts considering costs, comparisons to best and worst practices of other programs (Davidson, 2005; Scriven, 1991). Moreover, evaluation may be formative, summative, or ascriptive (Scriven, 2005).

Multiple factors may guide evaluators and researchers alike toward choosing quantitative or qualitative evaluation methodology. In the following, qualitative ethnographic evaluation models will be introduced.


Ethnographic Evaluation Models

Ethnographic evaluation methodologies have been discussed for over thirty-five years and came about as a response to the more traditional evaluation approaches which were overly committed to the scientific paradigm of inquiry. According to Guba and Lincoln (1989), an extreme dependence on the methods of science demonstrated some negative results. For example, reliant on primarily quantitative measurement, evaluands were stripped of their context as if they were not entwined in a highly specific one, resulting in irrelevant or non-useful findings (cf. Seafield Research & Development Services). Moreover, scientific truth is non-negotiable, thus all alternative explanations must be in error.

Ethnographic evaluation methods, in contrast, utilize stakeholders’ claims and concerns. For example, Guba and Lincoln (1989) insist upon ethnographic methods for determining what information is necessary in an evaluation and provide five reasons:

1. Stakeholders are placed at risk by an evaluation.
2. Evaluation exposes stakeholders to exploitation, disempowerment, and disenfranchisement.
3. Stakeholders represent an “untapped market” for the use of evaluations that are responsive to self-defined needs and interests.
4. Stakeholder input expands the scope and meaningfulness of the evaluation, in addition to contributing to the dialectic process that is necessary in conducting a sound evaluation.
5. All individuals and parties can be mutually educated toward more sophisticated personal constructions and they may gain enhanced
appreciation of the constructs of other individuals or parties.

Other strengths of implementing ethnographic methods in evaluation are exemplified in connecting quantitative data to observed actual outcomes; the flexibility of design; the ‘thick description’ of program impactees; the clarification of processes; the study of participation; and the identification of unintended positive and negative side effects. The weaknesses in utilizing ethnographic methods in evaluation consist of such problems as introducing complex threats to validity; increasing the time and cost demands compared to other methods; raising the potential for impactee reactivity to the evaluator; and limiting the ability to compare the data from different measurement instruments.

There are many considerations that will need resolution before deciding if an ethnographic method is an appropriate method for an evaluation. Considerations include the purpose of the evaluation; whether the evaluation is formative or summative; the amount of time allocated for the evaluation; the financial and other resources available; and the level of expertise and competence of the evaluation team. Prior to adopting a specific methodology or model, all the typical issues regarding methodology, conceptual context, validity, ethics, etc. must be discussed.

**Relationship Between Ethnography and Evaluation**

In evaluation, ethnography should be viewed on a spectrum. One end of the spectrum consists of the pure anthropologically-defined ethnography and on the opposite end are various ethnographic techniques of data collection and methodologies loosely defined, combined, and flexibly implemented. Many researchers and evaluators implement one or a few qualitative data collection methods and then claim their research to be ethnographic. However, most agree that ethnography is defined by the rigor of the data collection procedures.
Fetterman (1982) identified a study that called itself ethnographic although the researchers were on site for only five days. Deneberg (1969) and Fetterman (1982) claim that these researchers are fickle to scholastic fads and refer to them as “Zeitgeister-Shysters.” Zeitgeister-Shysters become involved in research that is a hot topic or trendy and the result is superficial research. Such researchers contribute minimally to the field and often tarnish the reputation and credibility of ethnography. In describing the Zeitgeister-Shysters, Fetterman stated, “rather than conducting ethnographies, they are simply using ethnographic techniques” (Fetterman, 1982, p.2). Wolcott (1980) concluded that “much of what goes on today as educational ethnography is either out and out program evaluation, or, at best, lopsided and undisciplined documentation” (p.39). Fetterman warns that the adoption of random elements of ethnography without emphasis on the whole, results in “the loss of the built-in safeguards of reliability and validity in data collection and analysis” (Fetterman, 1982, p.2). Researchers often use anthropological tools (ethnography) without understanding the values and cosmology underlying the ethnographic techniques. Wolcott (1980) reminds the reader that the purpose of ethnography is cultural interpretation and this requires the researcher to examine the whole trait complex rather than a few single traits. Still many evaluators study single traits and call their evaluation ‘ethnographic’.

The importance of ethnographic data sources in the evaluation of social programs and policies is rarely argued (Agar, 2000; Fetterman, 1982; Fetterman, 1984; Guba & Lincoln, 1989; Hopson, 2002; Patton, 1997; Posavac & Carey, 1997; Scriven, 1991; Swartzman, 1983; Shadish, Cook, and Leviton, 1995; Stake, 1975; Wholey, Hatry, & Newcomer, 2004; Wolcott, 1982; and Worthen, Sanders, & Fitzpatrick, 1997). Hopson (2002), for example, cites a report by Nastasi and Berg (1999) who urge evaluators to “capture views of program participants about their experience of
a program, its acceptability, and whether or not they were influenced to modify behavior or thinking” (p. 45). This has always been a consideration for evaluators, as it pertains to, or affects the program's quality, significance, or merit. Experienced evaluators typically employ several qualitative data collection methods in an evaluation in hopes of understanding some of these cultural issues, albeit less in depth than with pure ethnography.

Focusing on context is crucial in all evaluations and the utilization of qualitative methods is fundamental to any good program or educational evaluation; however, the title 'ethnographic evaluator' may be problematic or misleading. Many readers may assume that the term “ethnographic evaluator” implies the use of ethnography in conducting an evaluation. This is false and arguably not possible. Ethnography is a social science research method that emphasizes cultural interpretation. The product of ethnography is a non-judgmental description of context and then a cultural interpretation of the program.

Evaluation is the systematic process of determining the merit, worth, significance or importance of the evaluand. To evaluate something, the relevant values are determined and used to place judgments regarding the overall quality of the program. Ethnography and other qualitative research methods are instrumental in collecting data for determining the most important values to use as criterion for success. Ethnography may uncover unanticipated costs, processes, and outcomes; however, other qualitative methods may reveal similar side-effects but take much less time. There is a point of saturation when a researcher gets the sense that it is unlikely that further study will uncover significant new information that will be important to include in the evaluation. Extended time in the field may not be necessary or feasible for many evaluations.
To summarize, ethnography is a research method and evaluation uses multiple research methods to collect information for determining the merit or worth of a program. As Fetterman (1984) points out, the distinction between ethnography and evaluation is regarding the level of analysis and objective. Evaluators take the ethnographic data to a higher level of analysis by extracting data which is relevant to some standard; comparing it with data from other methods and sources; and judging the program accordingly. Therefore, I conclude that “ethnographic evaluation” is a misnomer or false label for what some evaluators do. Moreover, evaluations claim to use ethnographic methods while in reality, they simply employ varying degrees of qualitative methods. Anthropologically, pure ethnography may serve useful when analyzed further by an evaluator to examine actual processes and outcomes. Anthropological evaluation techniques may be best when conducted independently of the more quantitative research methods, similar to Scriven's (1991) goal-free evaluation. Therefore, in an evaluation which uses multiple research methods, ethnography serves as a way of triangulating these methods. Furthermore, ethnographic data is useful in triangulating data sources adhering to the *principle of critical multiplism* (c.f. see Shadish, 1994). An examination of three evaluation models which are based in anthropology will further illustrate the relationship between ethnography and evaluation.

**Anthropological Models of Evaluation**

Payne (1994) categorizes 4 evaluation models, the fourth of which contains anthropological approaches (see Figure 1).
Four Models of Evaluation

Management Models
- Examples:
  - Patton's Utilization Focused Evaluation
  - Stufflebeam's CIPP Model

Judicial Models
- Examples:
  - Advisory-oriented evaluation
  - Single judge
  - Expert judgment

Consumer Models
- Examples:
  - Consumer Reports magazine

Anthropological Models
- Examples:
  - Stake's Responsive Evaluation
  - Patton's Utilization Focused Evaluation
  - Scriven's Goal-Free Evaluation
  - Guba/Lincoln's Constructivist Evaluation

Figure 1. Models of Evaluation (adapted from Payne, 1994)

The anthropological models of evaluation—responsive evaluation, goal-free evaluation, and constructivist evaluation—have many similarities. They tend to be qualitative, exploratory, highly descriptive, and take an inductive approach to understanding the program under evaluation. Each model was created in the post-positivist value-pluralist perspective, focusing on the question: *whose values and methods should shape or have shaped the evaluation?*

The anthropological models protect against any of the evaluator’s personal opinions from being used to determine the values and methods emphasized in the evaluation. However, Scriven separates goal-free evaluation from the other two anthropological models by contending that the stated goals of the client should also not be known or utilized by the evaluator. The three models re-examine the ontology\(^7\) of evaluative interpretations. In both responsive evaluation and constructivist evaluation, the selection of relevant values and the determination of

---

\(^7\) Ontology: The nature of the real.
the merit of outcome measures are decided by the program impactees and stakeholders. Evaluators are partners with the stakeholders in the creation of data and they orchestrate the consensus building process. By contrast, in goal-free evaluation, program success is decided by examining change relative to the identified needs through a comprehensive needs assessment. Lastly, all three models rely on an evaluator with significant commitment to and experience with ethnographic and qualitative methods.

The remainder of the paper will discuss each anthropological evaluation model and illustrate its relationship to ethnography and the qualitative research paradigm of evaluation.

**Responsive Evaluation**

Stake (1975) called his approach to evaluation responsive evaluation to stress flexibility and responsiveness to the concerns and issues of the program stakeholders. Responsive evaluation is less reliant on formal communication such as the statement of goals, objective tests, standards of program personnel, and research-type reports. Rather, it focuses on gathering the observations and reactions of the program stakeholders, which as Stake claims, is the way people naturally evaluate things. Stake believes this and other qualitative methods are not frequently employed in evaluation due to “subjectivity.” Responsive evaluation is poorly suited for evaluating formal contracts, and there lies potential to uncover negative side effects or raise embarrassing questions.

Stake suggests examining a program by organizing the evaluation into four components: environment, workspace, output, and support (see Figure 2).
Environment

- Quantity (investigate for quantity including the counting of frequencies, occurrences, products, performances, participants, resources, etc.).
- Diversity (diversity in artistic products, performances and participants).
- Excellence (refers to technique or quality of execution/performance; has a varying threshold of acceptability).
- Originality (separate from quantity and diversity; referring more to creativity and inventiveness; the ability to make someone “catch their breath”; best measured by degree on a variable range).
- Vitality (changeability of physical environment measured over time; encourages regular review of the physical conditions and aesthetics of environment).

Workspace

- Space and content - suitability and accessibility
- Quantity and quality of equipment and supplies

Output

- Measure outputs with careful consideration of the threshold of acceptability
- Incorporate experts in the field

Support

- Within the program and from the community, the school or organization as a whole
- Investigates how outputs are regarded and rewarded

Figure 2. Four Components of Evaluation: Environment, Workspace, Output, and Support (adapted from Stake, 1975)

Exemplifying educational evaluation, Stake states,

[A]n educational evaluation is a responsive evaluation if it orients more directly to audience requirements for information; and if the different value-perspectives present are referred to in reporting the success and failure of the program.

(Stake, 1975, p. 14)

It is not critical to be explicit about purpose, scope, or causation in determining worth, according to Stake. In conducting responsive evaluation, the evaluator observes the program to gather narrative and descriptive information from program stakeholders; and negotiates values in which to judge the program. An evaluator should not presume that only the measurable outcomes provide evidence of the program's worth. Outcome evaluations tend to negate the idiosyncratic and unique
ways people benefit from involvement with the program and among each other; furthermore, they are not sensitive to changes in program purpose. Stake cites Scriven (1967) and suggests that it may be preferable to evaluate the “intrinsic merit of the experience rather than the more elusive payoff” (p. 27). Stake feels that less emphasis on preconceived notions of success will allow for increased stakeholder flexibility in determining the purposes of the evaluation and criteria by which to measure success. In a responsive evaluation, the evaluator has the ability to respond to emerging issues, rather than sticking to a strict evaluation plan or structure. This ultimately leads to an increase in the evaluation's utility to the program stakeholders. Recurring events in responsive evaluation (Stake 1975):

1. Talking with clients, program staff, and audiences.
2. Identifying program scope.
3. Providing an overview of program activities.
4. Discovering purposes, concerns.
5. Conceptualizing issues, problems.
6. Identifying data needs regarding issues.
7. Selecting observers, judges, and instruments if any.
8. Observing designated antecedents, transactions, and outcomes.
9. Providing a theme; preparing portrayals, case studies.
10. Winnowing, match issues to audiences.
11. Formatting for audience use.
12. Assembling formal reports, if any.

Data is collected through direct personal experience or the second best option,
vicarious experience. Observations are not only conducted by the evaluator, but the evaluator enlists program stakeholders according to the issues being studied and the audience being served. Having multiple observations and observers increases data reliability; observations continue to be subjective but through replication random error is reduced. The bias of direct or vicarious experience decreases as repeated observation and diverse points of view are attained. The evaluator produces portrayals typically featuring descriptions of persons, such as a five-minute script, a log, scrapbook, multi-media or audience role-plays. The small number of case studies is often criticized for sampling error, but Stake attests that the error may be minimal and that it is a small price to pay for potentially substantial improvements in communication. Moreover, Stake assumes that case studies of several students are more interesting and representative of a program than a few measurements on all program participants. Therefore, the reader benefits by a more comprehensive understanding of the program.

The evaluation encounters two pluralisms of values: (1) in context, or in Stake’s terms the “antecedent condition in which the program is found” (p. 23) and (2) the personal outcomes or outcomes of the program. The evaluation team should not impose its values on the “actors,” “spectators,” and/or “critics” of the program during the consensus building process. Stake identifies two measures of the value of evaluation: its increment of added experience and its enhancement of responsive alternatives.

Strengths of responsive evaluation include it being flexible, adaptable, and good in providing cultural explanation and recognition of diversity. It may be particularly useful in evaluating programs where the stakeholders generally agree on the intrinsic value rather than the instrumental value of the program. For example, many people will discuss the importance of music and art “because they're good
things to do” (ibid, p. 16). Furthermore, in formative evaluations, responsive evaluation is useful in monitoring the program and to identify positive and/or negative side effects. It is helpful in summative evaluations by giving the reader an understanding of the program's activities, its strengths and weaknesses, and by providing a vicarious experience in the evaluation.

Limitations of responsive evaluation include the difficulty in making comparisons to standards; it serves the immediate audience and may not fulfill distant or future needs. In today's world, funding constraints on arts education programs, for example, has led to an increased demand for quantifiable outcomes and results which are not emphasized in responsive evaluation. Moreover, responsive evaluations may be less objective, reliable, and generalizable as compared to traditional evaluations, or as Stake calls them preordinate evaluations. Responsive evaluation is not useful when it is important to measure goal attainment, whether promises were kept, or in cases where predetermined hypotheses are to be examined.

Ethnography, in the more traditional sense, has compatibility problems with responsive evaluation but there may be potential for combining them. A primary distinction is that with responsive evaluation, the evaluator solicits the observation of stakeholders, thus making the stakeholders part of the evaluation team and adding them as additional data collection instruments. Nevertheless, with some concessions on both sides, the two may be combined.

**Goal-Free Evaluation**

The evaluator, in a goal-free evaluation (Scriven, 1991), intentionally enters the field without being aware of the specific stated goals and objectives of the program. The evaluator learns about the program and its outcomes inductively.
This means that all program materials are screened either by a non goal-free evaluator on the evaluation team, an administrative assistant, or by the client to ensure that none of the stated goals or objectives are described to the goal-free evaluator. The purpose of this is:

…finding out what the program is actually doing without being cued as to what it is trying to do. If the program is achieving its stated goals and objectives, then these achievements should show up; if not, it is argued, they are irrelevant.

(Scriven, 1991, p. 180)

Goal-free evaluations can assist in determining whether the objectives are worthwhile; instead of “are the objectives being achieved?” It is similar to the double-blind pharmaceutical study; just like the drug evaluator, the goal-free evaluator does not have to know the direction of the intended effect or the intended extent of the outcomes (Scriven, 1973). The evaluator intends to find the program’s actual outcomes and then works backward to determine if the effects were caused by the program. The goal-free evaluator is like the crime scene investigator who tries to eliminate rival explanations which may have led to the outcome under investigation. Information regarding the stated goals of the program is withheld from the evaluator. However the evaluator is able to review some program documents, budgets, schedules, recorded observations, profiles of participants and staff, etc. as long as there is no implication of any stated goal.

A comprehensive, fair, and accurate needs assessment is essential in conducting a goal-free evaluation. Merit is determined by comparing the actual program outcomes to the relevant needs of those impacted, instead of to the program goals or consumer wants or desires. The program is evaluated according to the level of fulfillment of the consumers needs. Scriven believes by keeping the goals vague, a
less pure goal-free evaluation still makes finding outcomes difficult and encourages the evaluator to connect program effects to recipients’ needs instead of the stated goals of the program. Altschuld and Witkin (2000) state that the needs at the primary level (i.e., recipients of the program) are the most critical concern, and from there the needs assessment can considers the needs of the service deliverers and the program delivery system. They argue that the primary needs are the “raison d’être” or the “rationale for the existence” of the service deliverers and delivery systems (Altschuld & Witkin, 2000, p. 10).

There are also relative degrees to which an evaluation may be goal-free. Goal-free evaluations may be combined, in full or in part with other evaluation methods (e.g., “qualitative versus quantitative, survey versus experiment, multiple perspectives versus one right answer, etc.”, Scriven, 1991, p. 182). Additionally, an evaluation may begin goal-free and then become goal-based; the reverse is not possible. It is also suggested that goal-free evaluation can be used as a supplement to a traditional outcomes evaluation conducted by a separate evaluator. The evaluator implementing the goal-free evaluation collects exploratory data to supplement and provide context to another evaluator's goal-oriented data. Goal-free evaluators observe the program in an attempt to understand the culture, meanwhile considering needs, processes, and outcomes. Below, the author provides a simplified illustration of a goal-free evaluation using a physical education and training program.

The evaluator of a physical education and training program enters into the evaluation without any prior knowledge of the program's goals. She would likely be capable of directly observing changes in health-related knowledge, strength, and endurance, which are the program's stated goals. However, the goal-free evaluator might also discover changes in endurance, flexibility, physique, changes in
behavior, social status, networking with other students, finding new supportive workout partners, sharing of dietary and nutrition tips, increased self-esteem, etc. all of which were not original goals of the program and would be considered positive, unintended side-effects. They would likely have been missed if the evaluation solely examined the stated or preordained goals.

Arguments for the utilization of goal-free evaluation include (Scriven, 1991):

- It may identify unintended positive and negative side-effects and other context specific information.
- As a supplement to a traditional evaluation, it serves as a form of triangulating both data collection methods and data sources.
- It circumvents the traditional outcome evaluation and the difficulty of identifying true current goals and true original goals, and then defining and weighing them.
- It is less intrusive to the program and potentially less costly to the client.
- It is adaptable to changes in needs or goals.
- By reducing interaction with program staff, it is less susceptible to social, perceptual, and cognitive biases.
- It is reversible; an evaluation may begin goal-free and later become goal-based using the goal-free data for preliminary investigative purposes.
- It is less subject to bias introduced by intentionally or unintentionally trying to satisfy the client because it is not explicit in what the client is attempting to do; it offers fewer opportunities for evaluator bias or corruption because the evaluator is unable to clearly determine ways of cheating.
• For the evaluator, it requires increased effort, identifies incompetence, and enhances the balance of power among the evaluator, the evaluatee and client.

Scriven and other users of goal-free evaluations have provided minimal direction regarding operational methodology in conducting the model. The only known attempt to develop an operational methodology for goal-free evaluation was by Evers (1980) in a doctoral dissertation. Evers outlined a goal-free evaluation methodology consisting of six components each of with comprising several sub-categories. The six main components were: (1) Conceptualization of Evaluation; (2) Socio-Political Factors; (3) Contractual/Legal Arrangements; (4) The Technical Design; (5) Management Plan; and (6) Moral/Ethical/Utility Questions. The success of a goal-free evaluation is dependent upon the quality of the needs assessment. If there is not an accurate comprehension of the program participants' needs then the entire evaluation may be at jeopardy.

A goal-free evaluation could feasibly be ethnographic. However, goal-free evaluation focuses on using observation to connect needs to actual program activities, rather than for thick description. Furthermore, traditional ethnography focuses on culture which is always goal-free in nature.

**Constructivist Evaluation**

Guba and Lincoln's (1989)\(^8\) fourth-generation or constructivist evaluation approach

---

\(^8\) The new meaning of constructivist methodology: Truth is determined by consensus building among informed constructors, not of correspondence with an objective reality. Facts are meaningless without a value framework; therefore, no proposition can be objectively assessed. Causes and effects do not exist; accountability is relative and implicates all interacting parties equally (Guba & Lincoln, 1989).
Global Review: Publications

outlines five generations of evaluation: (1) measurement (e.g., IQ testing); (2) description (e.g. formative evaluation of programs); (3) judgment of merit and worth; (4) constructivist (negotiated co-creations of social reality); and (5) meta-evaluation (the evaluation of an evaluation). The constructivist evaluation was created in response to the perceived failure or critical flaws of the first three generations of evaluation. The fourth-generation evaluator may use any of the earlier evaluation techniques as appropriate. Carney (1991, p. 35) reports that the underlying method in fourth-generation evaluation is known by other names:

- British scholars call it ’human inquiry’ (inquiry conducted in human ways for humane ends); Americans scholars call it ‘action research’ (research which aims to produce action on or through it[s] findings, and third world or developmental evaluators call it 'developmental evaluation’ (evaluation which develops the understanding, and resources to respond, of those evaluated). A common generic term for it is ‘collaborative inquiry’ (which simply describes what goes on when you use the method).

In constructivist evaluation, evaluation is:

a. A process that combines data collection and data valuing (interpretation) into one inseparable.

b. A local process.

c. A sociopolitical process.

d. A teaching and learning process.

e. A continuous, recursive and divergent process.

f. An emergent process.

g. A process for sharing accountability.
h. A hermeneutic dialectic relationship.

In collaborative inquiry the people being evaluated participate as informed collaborators rather than research subjects. The purpose of a constructive evaluation is to attain a deeper comprehension of all the issues encountered by all the stakeholders and consumers; while the goals comprise mutual education, improved awareness, and increased motivation to utilize the evaluation results. Most constructivist evaluators are relativist and implement qualitative methods; however, the evaluation is conducted in a disciplined manner and it produces an audit trail to ensure transparency and credibility of its findings. The realities discovered by the constructivist inquiry are the constructions of the reality proposed by the evaluatees themselves. They develop into co-constructions and subsequently reconstructions, as both evaluators and evaluatees mold them. The constructivist evaluation assumes that evaluators are unable to maintain distance from the evaluatees. Therefore, it accepts a hermeneutic dialect. Guba and Lincoln continue by rejecting the positivist assumptions, which they claim are embedded in most evaluation methodology. They use “validity” as an example of a term that evaluators are socialized into accepting as the positivist definition. Furthermore, they feel that the relationship between the evaluator and the program managers is often characterized by disenfranchisement and disempowerment. The constructivist evaluation, in the same vein as Scriven's goal-free evaluation, aims to restore the balance of power.

The process of Constructivist Evaluation can be illustrated in nine steps:

1. Identify all relevant stakeholders.

2. Elicit from each stakeholder group their construction and concerns regarding the issue at hand.
3. Provide a context and methodology which allows for multiple constructions, claims, concerns, and issues that can be comprehended, critiqued, and factored in the evaluation as appropriate.

- Conduct this methodology within each stakeholder group.

- Cross fertilize each group with the constructions, claims, concerns, and issues identified by other stakeholder groups, or issues drawn from the literature or other sites. All viewpoints are taken into account as long as they are open to critique and criticism.

4. Generate consensus.

5. Prepare an agenda for negotiation on items where there is little or no consensus.

6. Collect and provide the information requested in the agenda for negotiation.

7. Establish and facilitate a forum of stakeholder representatives where negotiation can occur.

8. Develop a report, or several reports, that communicate any consensus on constructions and resolutions. Additionally, the report should communicate the pertinent issues raised by other stakeholder groups.

9. Recycle the evaluation to continue working on unresolved constructions.

The main limitations of Guba and Lincoln's model is that it minimally acknowledges the fundamental role of evaluation in determining the merit, worth, significance, value, quality, or importance of the program, which are core elements within the definition of evaluation (see for examples Scriven, 1991; Davidson, 2005; and Sanders, 1994). Guba and Lincoln claim to offer a formative evaluation
model placing little emphasis on making an evaluative conclusion and more on program improvement through consensus-building; however, to suggest improvement, they must determine deficits in the evaluand, thus they do actually evaluate. A second weakness with the constructivist model is in assuming that stakeholders will always offer the reliable, valid, and honest information. There may be many factors contributing to a stakeholder's knowledge, ability, and candor that must be weighed relative to the observed program impacts in providing a valid evaluative conclusion.

**Conclusion**

Ethnography is an applied social science research method, while evaluation incorporates various research methods, one of which may be ethnography. The purpose of ethnography is thick description and cultural interpretation; evaluation's aim is to systematically judge a program's merit and develop an evaluative conclusion. The qualitative evaluation approach has demonstrated benefits for evaluators, and three of these approaches are epitomized in the anthropological models of evaluation. Responsive evaluation, goal-free evaluation, and constructivist evaluation have conceptual and methodological similarities. An evaluator should be able to recognize when one of these ethnographic or anthropological models may be feasible and appropriate in evaluating a program. The evaluator should then present the model and its strengths and limitations to the program stakeholders to be considered when selecting the most appropriate evaluation methodology. Sound evaluation typically requires the employment of both quantitative and qualitative research methods. Ethnography and the anthropological models of evaluation may be best suited as a supplement to the quantitative components of an evaluation and serve as a way of triangulating data.
collection methods and data sources. A competent evaluator should be informed of these ethnographic techniques and the anthropological models of evaluation.
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